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EXERCISE  EXERCISE  

5  PUZZLE TESTPUZZLE TEST
Directions(Qs. 1 to 5): Read the following information 
carefully and answer the questions that follow:

(i)  P, Q, R, S, T and U are six students procuring 
their Master’s degree in six different subjects—
English, History, Philosophy, Physics, Statistics and 
Mathematics.

(ii)   Two of them stay in Hostel, two stay as paying guest 
and the remaining two stay at their home.

(iii)  R does not stay as PG and studies Philosophy.
(iv)  Two students studying statistics and History do not 

stay as PG.
(v)  T studies Mathematics and S studies Physics
(vi)  U and S stay in hostel. T stays as PG and Q stays at 

home.

1. Who studies English?
a) R   b)S
c) T   d) None of these.

Answer: d)

2. Which of the following combinations of subject 
and place of stay is not correct?
a) English-Hostel b) Mathematics-PG
c) Philosophy-Home d) Physics-Hostel.

Answer: a)

3. Which of the following pairs of students stay one 
each at hostel and at home
a) QR  b) SR
c) US  d) Data inadequate.

Answer: b)

4. Which subject does Q study?
a) History  b) Statistics
c) History or Statistics d) Data inadequate.

Answer: c)

5. Which of the following pairs of students stays at 
home?
a) PQ  b) QR
c) RS  d) ST.

Answer: b)

Directions (Qs. 6 and 7: Read the following information 
carefully and answer the questions given below it:

(A)Gopal is shorter than Ashok but taller than Kunal;
(B)Navin is shorter than Kunal;
(C)Jayesh is taller than Navin;
(D)Ashok is taller than Jayesh.

6. Who among them is the tallest?
a) Gopal  b) Ashok
c) Kunal  d) Navin.

Answer: b)

7. Which of the given information   is not necessary 
to answer the above question?
a) A   b) B
c) C   d) D

Answer: c)

Directions (Qs. 8 to 10): Study the following 
information and answer the questions given below it:

A training college has to conduct a refresher course 
for teachers of seven different subjects —Mechanics, 
Psychology, Philosophy, Sociology, Economics, Science 
and Engineering from 22nd July to 29th July.

(i) Course should start with Psychology.
(ii)   23rd July, being Sunday, should be a holiday.
(iii)   Science subject should be on the previous day of the 

Engineering subject.
(iv)  Course should end with Mechanics subject.
(v) Philosophy should be immediately after the holiday.
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(vi) There should be a gap of one day between Economics 
and Engineering.

8. The refresher course will start with which one of 
the following subjects?
a) Psychology  b) Mechanics
c) Philosophy  d) Economics.

Answer: a)
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9. Which subject will be on Tuesday?
a) Mechanics  b) Engineering
c) Economics  d) Psychology.

Answer: a)

10. Which subject precedes Mechanics?
a) Economics  b) Engineering
c) Sociology  d) Psychology.

Answer: b)

Notes


